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Abstract: In order to investigate the seismic performance of a rubber-modified soil isolation layer,
a three-dimensional finite element model was constructed using finite element analysis software,
utilizing a two-story frame structure as the engineering background. Nonlinear dynamic time history
analysis and comparisons were performed against the seismic performance of the structure. The
evaluation was based on several parameters, including the contact area of the base, the thickness of
the rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer, ground motion records with varying amplitudes,
and seismic frequency spectrum characteristics. The research findings indicate that the implementa-
tion of a rubber-modified soil isolation layer effectively mitigates the peak acceleration, horizontal
displacement, and shear stress of the frame structure. This not only enhances the seismic performance
of the structure but also enlarges the contact area of the base. Increasing the thickness of the rubber-
modified soil isolation layer will effectively decrease the peak acceleration, horizontal displacement,
and shear stress of the structure during seismic events. The effectiveness of the isolation provided by
the rubber-modified soil layer improves as the intensity of the ground motion record increases.

Keywords: frame structure; rubber-modified soil; seismic performance; dynamic time history
analysis; seismic isolation

1. Introduction

A significant quantity of waste rubber tires is generated every year in China, resulting
in considerable environmental pollution. The rubber-modified soil, produced by recycling
and crushing waste tires and blending them with loess, exhibits favorable physical and me-
chanical properties, and effectively addresses the issue of environmental pollution. Rubber
materials have found extensive applications in the field of civil engineering. An example
of this application is the amalgamation of waste rubber tires with sand to create a cost-
effective and practical structural foundation, which demonstrates excellent performance.
The rubber-modified soil offers several advantages, including a straightforward structure,
positive environmental influence, dependable load-bearing capacity, and cost-effectiveness.
This technique has the potential to significantly enhance the safety factor of rural building
structures. Another approach involves mechanically breaking down waste rubber tires into
fragments or particles. These fragments or particles are then combined with sand and soil in
specific proportions to create a new material known as rubber sand or rubber soil mixture,
which is practical for engineering applications. The blend of rubber sand and rubber soil
is characterized by strong performance in terms of elastic deformation, excellent elastic
recovery, a lightweight composition, a low shear modulus, and high damping properties.
It has been proven that rubber material is a promising new material with commendable
performance and environmental benefits.
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Currently, several scholars have conducted experimental research on the mechanical
properties of rubber particles when integrated into soil samples, and yielded meaningful
results. For instance, Soltani et al. [1] conducted a study on the influence of fine and
coarse recycled tire rubber on the expansion and shrinkage of high expansive soil mixture.
Two types of rubber were blended into the soil at four distinct content levels (i.e., the mass
ratio of rubber to dry soil) of 5, 10, 20, and 30%, respectively. The results demonstrated
that rubber with a maximum content of 10% was deemed the most suitable option. In
cases where environmental concerns take precedence and strength and stiffness are not
significant issues, up to 20% of rubber content can also be deemed acceptable. Raeesi
et al. [2] investigated the mechanical properties of a substantial permeable pavement test
site situated in South Australia. This pavement was composed of tires and rock-derived
aggregates (TDA and RDA) bonded together using a polyurethane (PUR)-based adhesive.
Various TDA hybrid designs were employed, involving different RDA content, size, shape,
and diverse PUR content. In total, an area spanning approximately 400 square meters was
laid as part of the study. Increasing the amount of RDA aimed to enhance the interaction
and friction between particles, promoting a more pliable rigid body. This in turn elevated
the strength and stiffness of the pavement while concurrently limiting its susceptibility
to strain during development. Akbarimehr et al. [3,4] employed three distinct forms of
rubber (granular, fibrous, and flake) to assess the shear strength of waste clay infused with
rubber. The results indicated that an increase in rubber particle size led to enhancements
in both the strength and shear strain of the mixture. At varying ultimate stress levels, the
mixture incorporating rubber dust exhibited a strength that was 10–25% higher compared
to the mixture containing rubber powder. Saparudin et al. [5] incorporated 5%, 10%,
and 15% of tire rubber fragments into the soil samples, and conducted tests to assess
the physical properties of clay sand, including particle size distribution and plasticity
index. The test results demonstrated that the tire rubber powder met the requirements
for effectively stabilizing the clay sand soil in highway construction roadbeds. Sadek and
El-Attar [6] incorporated tire fragments of various sizes into the mixture for producing
cement bricks. A novel type of wall was created, and its mechanical properties were
thoroughly investigated. The study revealed that both the size and content of rubber
tire fragments significantly influenced the strength of the blocks. Chen Yong et al. [7]
studied the shear mechanical properties of modified loess improved by incorporating
rubber particles and EICP technology. The results demonstrated that the addition of
rubber powder had a positive influence on enhancing the shear strength of the loess to
a certain extent. Furthermore, when combined with EICP technology, the shear strength
of the modified loess increased by nearly 50%. These studies collectively indicate that
appropriate rubber particles can significantly enhance the mechanical properties of soil.
The se conclusions provide valuable guidance for the treatment and utilization of rubber in
various applications.

Regarding structural shock absorption, researchers have conducted various forms of
research and foundation, and have successfully demonstrated that enhancing the energy ab-
sorption capacity of foundations can effectively mitigate structural vibrations. For instance,
Zhou et al. [8] based on dynamic numerical analysis of nonlinear time history analysis of
different types of local damping effect of shock absorption layer. Select six actual ground
motions with different main frequencies and set their peak ground acceleration (PGA)
to 0.2 g, 0.4 g, 0.6 g, and 0.8 g respectively. The damage index of secondary lining, total
dissipated energy and equivalent plastic strain of surrounding rock are used as indexes to
reflect the damping performance of local damping layer. The numerical results show that
the damping performance of the double local damping layer is the best, and the damping
performance of the damping layer under large earthquake is better than that of the small
earthquake damping layer. Bandyopadhyay et al. [9] performed a comparative analysis
between pure sand cushion and rubber sand cushion using a small-scale shaking table test.
The results demonstrated that the pure sand mat was only able to isolate strong vibration
inputs exceeding 0.65 g. In contrast, the rubber sand mat with 50% rubber content proved
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to be a cost-effective and efficient foundation isolator. Hazarika H. et al. [10] conducted
structural shaking table isolation tests on rubber particles and sand isolation pads in sub-
merged conditions. The analysis and conclusions highlighted that these isolation pads
effectively reduced acceleration during earthquake events and played a significant role in
shock absorption. Alhan and Gavin [11] employed frequency domain analysis and seismic
time history analysis to investigate the influence of isolation damping on higher-mode
effect and the interlayer displacement ratio. Due to the significance of higher-mode effect
and bidirectional ground motion in the dynamic performance of these structural systems,
a straightforward comparison of the isolation damping mechanism using a single degree
or two degrees of freedom was not feasible. To integrate these critical aspects into the
investigation of the dynamic behavior of these structures, a series of tests was conducted on
eight-story prototype building models. The results demonstrated that the isolator displace-
ment decreased with an increase in the damping. Conversely, suitable levels of isolation
stiffness and damping can effectively restrict basement drift without causing a notable
impact on floor acceleration and the interlayer drift ratio. D’Amato et al. [12] demonstrated
isolation technology on Italian heritage sites, particularly focusing on reinforced concrete
frame constructions with historical significance. A three-dimensional finite element model
was employed to simulate the seismic responses of both the existing building and an
enhanced isolation system, comprising an elastomer and a sliding isolator. Additionally,
this paper introduces a novel method for estimating structural seismic resistance and its
application.

The research method, involving structural vibration tests, has proven effective. How-
ever, it is important to note that this approach is time-consuming and expensive and offers
limited working conditions for analysis. Moreover, analytical methods encounter chal-
lenges in accurately analyzing complex structural responses. Hence, numerical simulation
offers convenience and efficiency for the effective analysis of the structural vibration re-
sponse under complex working conditions [13–15]. Various numerical methods, including
the boundary element method, finite difference method, and finite element method, have
been employed to investigate the dynamic interaction between the soil and structure at
a specific site. For instance, Cui et al. [16] studied the influence of the thickness of the
damping layer on the damping effect. Taking a shallow double-arch rectangular tunnel
project in a city as an example, the numerical simulation software ABAQUS 2022 was used
to compare the damping effect of 50 kinds of damping layers with thickness of 50, 100
and 150 mm respectively. When the shock absorbing layer with a thickness of 4mm is
applied, the convergence of the side wall decreases by 65.14%, the maximum and mini-
mum principal stresses decrease significantly, among which the maximum and minimum
principal stresses decrease by 03.6%, the maximum shear stresses decrease by 17.42%, and
the minimum safety factor increases by at least 72.100%. The shock absorbing layer of
50 mm thickness is better than the shock absorbing layer of 150 mm and 100mm thickness.
Li et al. [17] proposed a numerical stability analysis method based on the subsystem of a
three-dimensional viscoelastic artificial boundary element explicit algorithm. This method
identified the subsystem that governs the stability of the overall value system of artificial
boundaries. It combined the three-dimensional viscoelastic artificial boundary element
explicit integral algorithm with an analytical solution for stability conditions. Building
on this foundation, the method can effectively address issues related to determining the
maximum time increment for the viscoelastic artificial boundary element. Brunet et al. [18]
utilized a concentrated mass model to simulate the subsoil structure system located 1–5 m
behind the rubber sand cushion for nonlinear analysis. The results demonstrated that the
isolation effect was more pronounced with peak values of seismic input. The recommended
cushion thickness was 2–3 m and the optimal rubber sand content was found to be 35%.
Quan et al. [19] established a three-dimensional numerical model of a subway station with
multiple sensing seams. The research explored the seismic response of various induced
joints in different positions and forms using different ground motion records by altering the
frequency spectrum characteristics and acceleration peak values. Zheng et al. [20] selected
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a two-story brick and concrete unstructured column building in a typical village as a proto-
type, and designed a vibration table comparison test with a 1:2 ratio between the isolated
and non-isolated layers. Firstly, the response spectrum analysis method was utilized to se-
lect three ground motion records of both isolated and non-isolated structures. Subsequently,
various input scenarios were investigated using numerical analysis to record the vibration
of the structure and understand the seismic response of the structure. Based on the results
obtained from the numerical simulations, the sensor layout and loading scheme for the
structural shaking table test were designed. Cao et al. [21] conducted simulated seismic
shaking table tests on four structural models of rural buildings. Among these models, one
was a sliding foundation masonry building, and another was a seismic-resistant building.
The structural models tested included a special-shaped insulation block masonry house
with a structural column and an ordinary insulation block masonry house. The findings
indicate that the sliding foundation isolation structure is characterized by its simplicity,
cost-effectiveness, and reliable performance.

The above research shows that rubber-particle-modified soil offers various advantages,
including a high elastic modulus, a significant damping ratio, and good resilience. Utilizing
rubber-particle-modified soil as a building foundation can enhance the energy absorption
capabilities without compromising its strength of foundation. Furthermore, the cost and
construction complexity associated with rubber-particle-modified loess are lower compared
to traditional isolation technologies. Therefore, in this study, the modified loess containing
rubber particles laid on the bottom of the foundation of the frame structure is regarded
as a seismic isolation layer used to explore the influence of its energy absorption on the
vibration response of the frame structure. In this paper, a numerical simulation method is
employed to comprehensively study the mechanical properties of the enhanced loess, the
influence of the thickness of the improved foundation, and various types of ground motion
records.

2. ABAQUS Finite Element Calculation Model
Model Construction

The model in this paper is a two-layer frame structure designed following the spec-
ifications outlined in the General Code for Concrete Structures [22]. For the columns in
this model, the section size is 300 mm × 300 mm, the reinforcement comprises 6Φ12 bars,
and the spacing of the stirrups is Φ8@200 mm. The beam section size in this model is
300 mm × 600 mm, the reinforcement comprises 6Φ12 bars, and the spacing of the stirrups
is Φ8@200 mm. The concrete grade for both the column and beam is C40, while the steel bar
grade is Q345, and the stirrup grade is HRB400. The fundamental period of the structure is
set within the range of 0.016–0.2 s. The finite element model in this paper comprises four
main components: the two-layer frame structure, the rubber-modified soil damping layer,
and the foundation soil. The foundation forms are categorized into raft foundation and strip
foundation, with a layer of rubber-modified soil placed at the base of the foundation. The
analysis models for both the non-isolated and isolated structures were constructed in the
finite element analysis software ABAQUS 2022. The upper structure of this structural model
comprises a two-story frame structure with dimensions of 9.6 m in length, 5.6 m in width,
and 3 m in height. This structural model is derived from a real engineering case, which
provides the basis for the analysis and simulations conducted in this study. Given that a
significant portion of rural houses in China employs this straightforward frame structure, it
has been chosen as the focus of this study. By doing so, the research outcomes can be effec-
tively utilized and applied in the subsequent promotion and application research for this
common two-story structure. The dimensions of the soil area are specified as 14 m in length,
10 m in width, and 8 m in depth. Equivalent linearization treatment is implemented for the
analysis. In the finite element model, an elastic–plastic constitutive model (CDP model) is
used to simulate the dynamic damage evolution process of structural granular concrete.
The reinforcement employs a double broken line constitutive model to simulate mechanical
deformation characteristics, while the soil is modeled using a linear elastic model. The
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contact between the rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer, the foundation, and the
underlying soil is defined as surface-to-surface contact. Artificial viscoelastic boundaries
are utilized as the boundary conditions. Reinforcements are embedded within the frame
structure. The model structure employs full integral element C3D8, the model foundation
utilizes a simplified integral element C3D8R, and the reinforcement is represented using a
three-dimensional truss element T3D2.

In this paper, a constructed finite element model is utilized to simulate the seismic
response of the two-layer frame structure, considering varying foundation forms and dif-
ferent thicknesses of the rubber-modified soil damping layer. Firstly, in order to investigate
the influence of the base contact area on the seismic isolation effect of the structure, two
foundation forms are employed in establishing the finite element model: the raft foundation
and strip foundation. In order to facilitate the investigation of how the rubber-modified
soil damping layer affects the displacement of the frame structure, and considering the
symmetry of frame structure, one side of the column is chosen for observation. The model
is illustrated in Figure 1, and the material parameters of each material are provided in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Material parameters.

Material Density
(kg/m3)

Modulus of
Elasticity (MPa)

Poisson’s
Ratio

Damping
Ratio

Concrete 2500 32,500 0.2 0.05
Foundation soil 1960 109.87 0.26 0.05

Rubber-modified soil 1460 50 0.49 0.3
Steel reinforcement bar 7850 206,000 0.3 0.04

The viscoelastic boundary condition [23] takes into account the radiation damping of
the foundation and effectively simulates the absorption and dispersion of ground motion
records by the modified soil layer in the semi-infinite body of the original soil layer. This
contributes to more reasonable seismic results for the structure. Hence, to ensure precision
and reliability in the Abaqus finite element simulation software, the viscoelastic artificial
boundary [24] is adopted as the soil boundary.

3. Ground Motion Record Selection and Input
3.1. Ground Motion Record Selection

When using the time history analysis method, the acceleration–time history curve
from actual strong earthquake records and artificial simulations should be carefully chosen
based on the building site type and the designated earthquake design group [25]. In this
paper, according to the “General Code for Seismic Design of Buildings and Municipal
Engineering”, the ground motion records include natural and artificial seismic ground
motion records, with natural ground motion records accounting for no less than 2/3. Given
that this study is fundamental research and not engineering design, three seismic motions
with different spectral compositions were selected as input motions to explore the influence
of various types of seismic ground motion records on the seismic response of the model.
This included two real ground motion records and one artificial ground motion record.
All three ground motion records were not scaled. The two historic earthquakes included
were as follows: the Friuli (Italy) earthquake of 6 May, 1976 (Mag: 6.5; Rjb: 14.97 km;
Rrup: 15.82 km; Duration: 36.32 s) and the San Fernando earthquake at Santa Anita Dam,
1971, (Mag: 6.61; Rjb: 30.7 km; Rrup: 30.7 km). In order to investigate the influence of
various types of ground motion on the seismic response of the model, three ground motions
characterized by distinct spectra were chosen as the input ground motions. One example
conformed with the standard inclusion of artificial ground motion records as part of the
response spectrum. To investigate a ground motion record with the same peak acceleration,
the peak acceleration of the original ground motion record was adjusted to 0.2 g and the
modified input numerical model was utilized for calculation. The time history curve and
Fourier spectrum of the ground motion record acceleration are presented in Figure 2.

3.2. Ground Motion Record Input

As the finite element model in this paper incorporates a viscoelastic artificial boundary,
an equivalent load input method is employed for introducing ground motion. This ground
motion record is in the form of a vertically propagated shear wave. The seismic input mode
is the equivalent nodal force input mode. The velocity–time history and displacement–time
history are determined by integrating and doubly integrating the acceleration–time history,
respectively.

3.3. Calculation Scheme

To investigate the influence of the contact area between the rubber-modified soil
damping layer and various foundation forms, as well as the thickness of the isolation layer,
on the damping effect of the frame structure, two foundation forms—the raft foundation
and strip foundation—are individually defined. The isolation layer’s thickness is set at 0 m,
0.4 m, 0.6 m, and 0.8 m. Additionally, three types of ground motion record acceleration
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time history curves are utilized. The seismic performance simulation was conducted for a
total of 24 project scenarios, as outlined in Table 2.Buildings 2023, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 22 
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Table 2. Project status table.

Project
Status

Type of
Foundation

Ground Motion
Record

Seismic
Isolation

Layer
Thickness

Project
Status

Type of
Foundation

Ground
Motion Record

Seismic
Isolation

Layer
Thickness

1 Raft foundation Friuli 0 m 13 Strip foundation Friuli 0 m
2 Raft foundation Friuli 0.4 m 14 Strip foundation Friuli 0.4 m
3 Raft foundation Friuli 0.6 m 15 Strip foundation Friuli 0.6 m
4 Raft foundation Friuli 0.8 m 16 Strip foundation Friuli 0.8 m
5 Raft foundation San Fernando 0 m 17 Strip foundation San Fernando 0 m
6 Raft foundation San Fernando 0.4 m 18 Strip foundation San Fernando 0.4 m
7 Raft foundation San Fernando 0.6 m 19 Strip foundation San Fernando 0.6 m
8 Raft foundation San Fernando 0.8 m 20 Strip foundation San Fernando 0.8 m

9 Raft foundation Artificial ground
motion record 0 m 21 Strip foundation Artificial ground

motion record 0 m

10 Raft foundation Artificial ground
motion record 0.4 m 22 Strip foundation Artificial ground

motion record 0.4 m

11 Raft foundation Artificial ground
motion record 0.6 m 23 Strip foundation Artificial ground

motion record 0.6 m

12 Raft foundation Artificial ground
motion record 0.8 m 24 Strip foundation Artificial ground

motion record 0.8 m

The analysis explores the influence of the base contact area, rubber-particle-modified
soil isolation layer, ground motion spectrum, and ground motion intensity on the structure’s
isolation effect under various working conditions.

4. Calculation Results and Analysis
4.1. Influence of Base Contact Area on Isolation Effect
4.1.1. Acceleration Response Analysis of the Top Layer of the Structure

In this section, the finite element model is utilized to simulate the seismic response of a
two-story frame structure considering varying foundation forms and different thicknesses
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of the rubber-modified soil damping layer. Firstly, the influence of the base contact area
on the seismic isolation effect of the structure is explored. Two foundation forms, namely
the raft foundation and strip foundation, are employed to establish the finite element
model. An artificial ground motion record with a peak acceleration of 0.2 g is chosen as the
dynamic load for the finite element model. The artificial ground motion record is a shear
ground motion record propagating vertically upward. The time history curves of the vertex
acceleration of the structure are illustrated in Figure 3.
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The following two points can be derived from the qualitative analysis presented in
Figure 3:

(1) Common points: the shape, duration, and time of the peak acceleration curve of vertex
acceleration for the two foundation forms are similar. This indicates that different
foundation forms have no influence on the shape, duration, and peak time of the
acceleration curve of the frame structure when the ground motion record used as
input is the same.

(2) Different points: there are notable differences in the peak value of the peak acceleration–
time history curve of the structure under the varying foundation form working
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conditions. The peak value of the acceleration–time history curve for the structure
with the raft foundation is lower compared to that with the strip foundation, implying
that the structure with the raft foundation exhibits a more effective seismic mitigation
effect. The findings demonstrate that increasing the contact area between the base and
the rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer enhances the damping performance
of the frame structure.

Further quantitative analysis is carried out based on the data provided in Table 3:

Table 3. Peak acceleration difference under the same isolation layer thickness and different foundation
forms.

Seismic Isolation
Layer Thickness

Peak Acceleration of
Strip

Foundation (m/s2)

Peak Acceleration of
Raft Foundation

(m/s2)

Reduction of Peak
Acceleration (%)

0 m 3.26 3.24 0.6
0.4 m 2.87 2.69 6.2
0.6 m 2.54 2.32 8.6
0.8 m 2.26 2.03 10.1

As indicated in Table 3, with an increase in the thickness of the rubber-particle-
modified soil isolation layer, the peak acceleration of the structure with the raft foundation
gradually decreases compared to that with the strip foundation. Specifically, when the
thickness of the rubber-particle-modified loess isolation layer is 0 m, 0.4 m, 0.6 m, and
0.8 m, the reduction in the peak acceleration for the raft foundation is 0.6%, 6.2%, 8.6%,
and 10.1%, respectively, compared to that of the strip foundation. Hence, as the thickness
of rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer increases, the isolation effect on the frame
structure is more pronounced when utilizing a raft foundation.

4.1.2. Comparison of the Column Height–Maximum Displacement Curve

In order to facilitate the investigation of the influence of the rubber-modified soil
damping layer on the displacement of the frame structure, an observation point is desig-
nated every meter along the previously mentioned observation column. The maximum
displacement of each observation point is then extracted to construct the column height–
maximum displacement curve. The peak curves of column height–absolute displacement
under different foundation forms are presented in Figure 4.

The following two points can be obtained from the qualitative analysis in Figure 4a–d:

(1) Common point: the change trend of the column height–maximum displacement
curve is consistent under both foundation forms, where displacement increases with
a rise in column height. Additionally, the maximum displacement of the observation
column decreases with an increase in the thickness of the rubber-particle-modified
soil isolation layer for both foundation forms. This indicates that increasing the
thickness of the rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer is effective in reducing
the maximum displacement of the frame structure.

(2) Different points: there is a noticeable gap between the curves of column height and
maximum displacement for the two foundation forms with the same thickness of
the rubber-particle-improved soil layer. The maximum displacement of the frame
structure with the raft foundation at the same height is smaller than that of the frame
structure with the strip foundation. This observation suggests that augmenting the
contact area between the base and the rubber-particle-improved soil isolation layer
effectively diminishes the maximum displacement of the frame structure. Further-
more, as the thickness of the rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer increases,
the gap between the column height–maximum displacement curves for the two foun-
dation forms widens. This highlights that the influence of the contact area between
the different foundations and the rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer on
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the height–maximum displacement of the frame structure columns becomes more
pronounced.Buildings 2023, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 22 
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layer thickness.

Further quantitative analysis is conducted based on the data presented in Table 4:
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Table 4. Maximum displacement difference between columns of different foundation forms with an
isolation layer of the same thickness.

Seismic Isolation
Layer Thickness

Maximum
Displacement of

Strip Foundation (m)

Maximum
Displacement of

Raft Foundation (m)

Maximum
Displacement
Difference (m)

0 m 0.0374 0.0364 0.0010
0.4 m 0.0332 0.0312 0.0020
0.6 m 0.03 0.0266 0.0034
0.8 m 0.0278 0.0238 0.0040

Under the condition of an identically thick rubber-particle-modified soil isolation
layer, the maximum displacement of the frame structure with the raft foundation is smaller
compared to that with the strip foundation. When the thickness of the rubber-particle-
modified soil isolation layer is 0 m, 0.4 m, 0.6 m, and 0.8 m, the maximum displacement
difference between the two foundation forms is 0.0012 m, 0.0022 m, 0.0024 m, and 0.0026 m,
respectively. As the thickness of the rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer increases,
the maximum displacement difference between the two foundation forms also increases.
This indicates that increasing the thickness of the rubber-particle-modified soil isolation
layer can amplify the influence of the base contact area on the isolation effect of the frame
structure.

4.1.3. Column Height—Maximum Shear Stress Curve

The qualitative analysis based on Figure 5a–d reveals the following two points:

(1) Common point: the trend in the interlayer shear curve is consistent for both foun-
dation forms, where the maximum shear stress decreases with increasing height.
Furthermore, the interlayer shear stress decreases with an increase in the thickness
of the rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer, suggesting that augmenting the
thickness of the rubber-particle-modified soil layer effectively reduces the maximum
shear stress of the frame structure.

(2) Different point: in the rubber-modified soil isolation layer of the same thickness, the
interlayer shear stress of the raft foundation frame structure is smaller than that of
the strip foundation frame structure. This indicates that increasing the contact area
between the base and the rubber-modified soil isolation layer can effectively reduce
the interlayer shear stress of the frame structure. With an increase in the thickness
of the rubber-modified soil isolation layer, the distance between the interlayer shear
stress curves for the two foundation forms also increases. This indicates that increasing
the thickness of the rubber-modified soil isolation layer can amplify the difference in
contact areas between different substrates.
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Figure 5. Comparison diagram of the maximum shear stress curves between columns of different
foundation forms under an isolation layer of the same thickness: (a) 0 m seismic isolation layer
thickness; (b) 0.4 m seismic isolation layer thickness; (c) 0.6 m seismic isolation layer thickness;
(d) 0.8 m seismic isolation layer thickness.
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4.2. Influence of Isolation Layer Thickness on Isolation Effect
4.2.1. Acceleration Response Analysis of the Top Layer of the Structure

The comparison of the peak acceleration–time history curves for a finite element
structure with an input peak value of a 0.2 g artificial ground motion record under the
conditions of different thickness isolation layers is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Peak acceleration–time history curve of an artificial ground motion record frame structure:
(a) raft foundation and (b) strip foundation.

The following two points can be obtained from the qualitative analysis in Figure 6:

(1) Common points: under both foundation forms (raft foundation and strip foundation),
the shape, duration, and peak acceleration–time history curve of frame structures with
varying thicknesses of the rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer are similar.
The peak acceleration–time history curve of frame structures with a rubber-particle-
modified soil isolation layer is smaller than that of frame structures without a rubber-
particle-modified soil isolation layer.
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(2) Different points: the peak value of the peak acceleration–time history curve of the
frame structure gradually decreases with an increase in the thickness of the rubber-
particle-modified soil isolation layer. This indicates that increasing the thickness of the
rubber-particle-improved soil isolation layer effectively reduces the peak acceleration
of the frame structure, enhancing its isolation effect. It is evident from the figure
that the peak acceleration–time history curve of the frame structure with a 0.6 m and
0.8 m thick rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer is significantly lower than
that of the frame structure with a 0.4 m rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer.
However, the distinction between the peak acceleration–time history curves of the
frame structures with a 0.6 m and 0.8 m thick rubber-particle-modified soil isolation
layer is not pronounced.

Further quantitative analysis from Table 5 shows that as the thickness of the rubber-
particle-modified soil isolation layer increases, the damping effect of a frame structure using
the raft foundation improves, but the rate of improvement in the damping effect gradually
decreases. The peak acceleration of the frame structures with rubber-particle-modified
soil isolation layers of 0.4 m, 0.6 m, and 0.8 m thickness decreased by 46.5%, 51.65%, and
53.78%, respectively, compared to frame structures without a rubber-particle-modified soil
isolation layer. Among them, the acceleration peak drop of the modified soil layer with
a 0.6 m thickness increased by 5.15% compared to that with a 0.4 m thickness. Similarly,
the peak acceleration reduction of the modified soil layer with a 0.8 m rubber particle layer
increased by 2.13% compared to that of 0.6 m, and the reduction was not as significant
as the former. In the case of the strip foundation, the damping effect of frame structure
increased with an increase in the thickness of the layer. The amplitude of increase follows a
similar pattern as that observed for the raft foundation. However, it is important to note
that the damping effect was consistently smaller compared to the same thickness for the
raft foundation.

Table 5. Comparison of peak acceleration of the structure vertex.

Type of
Foundation

Peak Acceleration (m/s2)

Reduction
(%)

Peak Acceleration (m/s2)

Reduction
(%)

Peak Acceleration (m/s2)

Reduction
(%)

No
Seismic

Isolation
Layer

Thickness

0.4 m
Seismic

Isolation
Layer

Thickness

No
Seismic

Isolation
Layer

Thickness

0.6 m
Seismic

Isolation
Layer

Thickness

No
Seismic

Isolation
Layer

Thickness

0.8 m
Seismic

Isolation
Layer

Thickness

Raft
foundation 4.8772 2.6089 46.5 4.8772 2.3577 51.65 4.8772 2.254 53.78

Strip
foundation 4.9233 2.707 45.01 4.9233 2.4712 49.8 4.9233 2.367 51.92

4.2.2. Comparison of Column Height–Peak Absolute Displacement

The observated column illustrated in Figure 1 is also employed to investigate the
influence of the rubber-modified soil isolation layer’s thickness on the displacement of the
frame structure. An observation point is designated every meter along column A, and the
column height–absolute displacement peak curves of raft foundation and strip foundation
frame structures with various isolation layer thicknesses are extracted under the condition
that the input peak value is a 0.2 g artificial ground motion record, as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Column height–peak curve of absolute displacement: (a) raft foundation and (b) strip
foundation.

The following two points can be obtained from the qualitative analysis in Figure 7:

(1) Common points: the trend in the column height–maximum displacement curve for
each thickness of the rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer is consistent across
both foundation types, with displacement increasing with height.

(2) Different points: with the increase in the thickness of the rubber-particle-modified
soil isolation layer, the lateral horizontal displacement at the same height gradually
decreases. When the thickness of the rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer is
less than 0.6 m, the lateral horizontal displacement of the frame structure decreases
significantly. However, when the thickness of the rubber-particle-modified soil iso-
lation layer is greater than or equal to 0.6 m, the lateral horizontal displacement of
the frame structure decreases slightly. The results demonstrate that increasing the
thickness of the rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer effectively reduces the
lateral horizontal displacement of the frame structure. When the thickness of rubber-
particle-modified soil isolation layer reaches 0.6 m, the damping effect approaches a
limit, and further increasing the thickness of the rubber-particle-modified soil isolation
layer only slightly reduces the lateral horizontal displacement of the frame structure.

To provide an intuitive expression of the structural displacement limit under earth-
quake conditions, this paper proposes the calculation of the structural displacement angle.
The ultimate displacement of the structure is described by calculating the displacement
angle of the columns within the structure. The calculation of the displacement angle of
the column is shown in Equation (1). The maximum displacement angle of each column
is presented in Table 6. It is evident from the table that the maximum displacement angle
of the structure is significantly reduced under the working condition of a rubberized soil
foundation.
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Displacement angle of the structure =
Horizontal displacement at the top of the structure

Height of structure
× 100% (1)

Table 6. Maximum displacement angle of the observed column.

Displacement Angle of the Structure (%)

Type of
Foundation

No Seismic
Isolation Layer

Thickness

0.4 m Seismic
Isolation Layer

Thickness

0.6 m Seismic
Isolation Layer

Thickness

0.8 m Seismic
Isolation Layer

Thickness

Raft foundation 0.61 0.468 0.423 0.415
Strip foundation 0.62 0.486 0.434 0.428

By comparing the maximum displacement angle of columns under different working
conditions, it can be concluded that the displacement angle of a frame structure without an
isolation layer and with a 0.4 m isolation layer decreases significantly from 0.61% and 0.62%
to 0.468% and 0.486%, respectively. This indicates that a rubber-modified soil isolation
layer can effectively reduce the displacement angle, thus enhancing the isolation effect of
the frame structure. The rubber-modified soil layer proves to be effective in mitigating
the displacement response of the frame structure during earthquake events, resulting in a
reduction of the frame structure’s displacement under seismic conditions. The 0.6 m and
0.8 m rubber-modified soil isolation layers also exhibit a significant effect in reducing the
displacement angle. However, the difference in the reduction of the displacement angle
between these two isolation layer thicknesses is relatively small. In conclusion, a 0.6 m
thick rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer appears to be the optimal choice.

4.3. Influence of Ground Motion Intensity on the Isolation Effect
4.3.1. Acceleration Response Analysis of the Top Layer of the Structure

In this section, particle-modified soil isolation layers with thicknesses of 0 m and
0.4 m and raft foundations are selected to explore the influence of different ground motion
intensities on the isolation effect of a rubber-modified soil isolation layer under the same
ground motion record. The time history curves of frame structure vertex acceleration
corresponding to each ground motion intensity are illustrated in Figure 8.

The following two points can be obtained from the qualitative analysis in Figure 8:

(1) Common points: when applying ground motion records of varying intensities to the
frame structure, both with and without a 0.4 m thick rubber-particle-modified soil
isolation layer, the shape, duration, and time of the peak acceleration–time history
curve are similar. However, the peak acceleration of the frame structure with a
rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer is consistently lower than that of the
frame structure without a rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer.

(2) Different points: as the intensity of the input ground motion record increases, the
peak acceleration of both the frame structure without the rubber-particle-modified
soil isolation layer and the frame structure with the 0.4 m thick rubber-particle-
modified soil isolation layer also increases. With an increase in the intensity of the
input ground motion record, the frame structure with a rubber-particle-modified
soil isolation layer experiences a smaller rise in peak acceleration compared to the
structure without a rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer. The disparity in
vertex acceleration is most pronounced at the peak of peak acceleration. This suggests
that a heightened ground motion intensity amplifies the peak acceleration of the frame
structure. However, the frame structure with a rubber-particle-modified soil isolation
layer exhibits lower peak acceleration and a superior damping effect.
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Further quantitative analysis in Table 7 reveals that the peak acceleration of the frame
structure, both without a rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer and with a 0.4 m
thick rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer, increases with the rise in input seismic
intensity. At input ground motion record intensities of 0.1 g, 0.2 g, and 0.4 g, the peak vertex
acceleration of the frame structure with a 0.4 m thick rubber-particle-modified soil isolation
layer decreases by 16.97%, 46.5%, and 51.03%, respectively, compared to the structure
without a rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer. The reduction in peak acceleration
increases with an increase in the ground motion record intensity. The results indicate that
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as the ground motion record intensity increases, the frame structure with a 0.4 m thick
rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer exhibits a greater damping effect.

Table 7. Comparison of peak acceleration of frame structures under different ground motion intensities.

Ground Motion Record
Intensity

Peak Acceleration of No Seismic
Isolation Layer Thickness (m/s2)

Peak Acceleration of 0.4 m Seismic
Isolation Layer Thickness (m/s2) Reduction (%)

0.1 g 3.24 2.69 16.97
0.2 g 4.8772 2.6089 46.5
0.4 g 10.13 4.96 51.03

4.3.2. Column Height—Maximum Displacement and Maximum Shear Stress

The frame structure with a 0.4 m thick rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer
under a raft foundation is subjected to artificial ground motion records with acceleration
peaks of 0.1 g, 0.2 g, and 0.4 g. The study focuses on the influence of ground motion
records with varying peak acceleration on the isolation effect of the frame structure. The
maximum displacement and maximum shear stress of the observed column are presented
in Tables 8 and 9.

Table 8. Maximum displacement of observation column.

Peak Acceleration of
Ground Motion Record

Maximum Displacement of
Observation Columns in Structures

without Isolation Layers (m)

Maximum Displacement of
Observation Column for 0.4 m
Isolation Layer Structure (m)

Reduction (%)

0.1 g 0.0364 0.0312 14.28
0.2 g 0.0423 0.0356 15.83
0.4 g 0.0485 0.0403 16.9

Table 9. Maximum shear stress of the observed column.

Peak Acceleration of
Ground Motion Record

Maximum Shear Stress of
Observed Column in Structures

without Isolation Layers (Pa)

Maximum Shear Stress of
Observed Column with 0.4 m
Isolation Layer Structure (Pa)

Reduction (%)

0.1 g 22765 21674 4.79
0.2 g 26694 22348 16.28
0.4 g 32267 26549 17.72

It can be observed from Tables 8 and 9 that, as the peak acceleration of the input ground
motion record acceleration increases to 0.1 g, 0.2 g and 0.4 g, the displacement of the frame
structure column with a 0.4 m thick rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer gradually
increases by 14.28%, 15.83%, and 16.9%, respectively, compared to that without the rubber-
particle-modified soil isolation layer. The reduction range of the maximum shear stress
of the observed column gradually increased to 4.79%, 16.28%, and 17.72%, respectively.
This suggests that with an increase in the ground motion record acceleration peak, the
damping effect of the frame structure with a rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer
was enhanced.

4.4. Influence of Ground Motion Spectrum Characteristics on the Isolation Effect
Comparison of Fourier Spectrum Curves

A frame structure with a raft foundation is employed as a model to investigate the
influence of seismic spectrum characteristics on seismic isolation. Taking the three ground
motion records listed above (the Friuli (Italy) earthquake of 6 May 1976, the San Fernando,
1971 earthquake at Santa Anita Dam, and the artificial ground motion record), a peak
acceleration of 0.2 g is applied to the ground motion record and fed into the finite element
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model. The optimal configuration of a 0.6 m isolation layer thickness and a raft foundation
form is chosen to investigate the influence of ground motion spectrum characteristics on
the isolation effect. The structure’s peak acceleration–time history curve is extracted for
each working condition and compared with the Fourier spectrum. The acceleration –time
history curve and Fourier spectrum of each working condition are presented in Figure 9a–c.
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Figure 9. Fourier spectrum comparison of different types of ground motion records: (a) Friuli (Italy); 
(b) San Fernando; (c) artificial ground motion record. 
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The following two points can be drawn from Figure 9:

(1) Image comparison results: the Fourier spectrum of the structural response closely
aligns with that of the input ground motion. However, there is a disparity between
the Fourier spectrum of the input artificial ground motion record and the structural
response. The fundamental frequency in the Fourier spectrum related to the vertex
acceleration–time history of the frame structure is similar for ground motion records
with comparable spectral characteristics. However, there is a discernible difference in
the Fourier amplitude corresponding to the fundamental frequency. Specifically, the
Fourier amplitude when subjected to artificial ground motion records is higher than
the corresponding amplitude under the influence of the Friuli ground motion records
and San Fernando ground motion records.

(2) The observed discrepancy may be attributed to the distinctive Fourier curve shape of
the input artificial ground motion record, which diverges from the Fourier spectrum
of the structural response. Due to absence of a rubber-particle-modified soil isolation
layer, the frame structure experiences a heightened seismic response, accumulating
internal damage and generating cracks. This, in turn, leads to a reduction in the natural
frequency. Additionally, under the influence of the three ground motion records, both
the Fourier spectrum of the structural response and the Fourier spectrum of the input
ground motion decrease. This occurs because the presence of the rubber-particle-
modified soil isolation layer creates a milder soil–structure interaction, resulting in
reduced nonlinear residual deformation of the soil and a corresponding decrease in
the amplitude of the fundamental frequency.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a two-layer frame structure was utilized as an example to investigate
the seismic isolation effects associated with frame structure with various foundation forms.
Through dynamic time history analysis, the influences of base contact areas, the thickness
of the rubber-modified soil layer, the intensity of ground motion records and the spectral
characteristics of ground motion on the seismic isolation effect were compared. The primary
research conclusions are as follows:
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(1) Through a comparison of the peak acceleration–time history curve and the column
height–maximum displacement curve of a frame structure with a raft foundation and
a strip foundation, it is concluded that a larger contact area between the foundation
and the rubber-modified soil layer, especially with thicknesses of 0.4 m, 0.6 m, and
0.8 m, leads to an enhanced isolation effect of the rubber-modified soil.

(2) In the frame structure with artificial ground motion records as input, by comparing
the peak acceleration–time history curve and maximum column–displacement angle
for four finite element models with rubber-particle-modified soil layers of 0 m, 0.4 m,
0.6 m, and 0.8 m thickness, it is concluded that as the thickness of the rubber-modified
soil layer increases, the isolation effect of the structure improves. The increase in the
isolation effect is no longer significant when the thickness exceeds 0.6 m.

(3) Different ground motion records with varying peak accelerations were applied to the
finite element model. Once comparisons were made between the peak acceleration–
time history curve of the structure, the column height-maximum displacement curve,
and the column height–maximum shear stress curve, it was concluded that the peak
acceleration of the frame structure increased with an increased peak acceleration of
the ground motion records. Laying a rubber-particle-modified soil isolation layer can
reduce the amplitude of the peak acceleration of the frame structure with an increase
in the intensity of the input ground motion record.

(4) Three different types of ground motion records were utilized as inputs for the finite
element models, each with the same peak acceleration. The Fourier spectrum of the
frame structure’s response to these three ground motion records was then compared
with the Fourier spectrum curve of the input seismic motion. It was concluded that
ground motion records with abundant low frequencies resulted in an intense structural
dynamic response and higher Fourier amplitude. The soil–structure interaction was
smoother when rubber particles were installed, and the Fourier spectrum amplitude
of the structure was lower than that of the input seismic motion.
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